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What We Do
Design
Pinpointer is here to assist you in determining
how many readers may be required, it's optimal
location and which assets require a tag. Fully
scalable, its easy to modify with no expensive
or labour intensive installation

Deploy
Our 'Try-before-you-buy' approach ensures
peace of mind before any investment is made.
The benefits are realised from day one. Ask us
to configure the readers or learn yourselves.

Manage
Once deployed, the system takes care of itself.
Our comprehensive support plan ensures you
have a replacement reader within a few days
and we'll even let you know when you are due
for new batteries.

Who We Are
Pinpointer is a unique, low cost, asset
tracking solution using Spotto
technology that displays the location
of your assets in real-time. - its that
simple. See where your assets are, or
where they were last located. If you
can use an internet search bar,
consider yourself trained and ready.

Tag it, Track it

Manage your
Assets more
efficiently
Asset Duplication
Over-investment in equipment purchases and
rental to offset the assets that go missing - or
even stolen.

Increased Productivity
Staff waste time searching for equipment
instead of spending it on more valuable
activities.

Customer Satisfaction

What’s the cost of
lost or misplaced
assets?
For a tiny investment, in both money
and time, you could transform the
everyday work experience for your
staff while improving work flow.

Locating critical assets ensures products or
services are delivered on time, retaining
customers and delivering a competitive
advantage.

What We Do
Consultation
Contact Pinpointer for a no obligation
consultation. We will determine your
requirements and provide a solution that suits
your business and your budget.

Provisioning
The simplicity of our solution is our real
differentiator. A step by step guide is provided
to set up the readers and tags, ensuring no
external expertise is required as your business
grows.

Support
We are here if you need us. Not only to get you
back up and running if required, but also as
assets are added , reader locations moved and
batteries refreshed.

Benefits
Pinpointer is committed to providing a
best-in-class asset tracking solution at
a fraction of the cost of other asset
tracking solutions like RFID.
Simplicity and easy scalability ensure
a rapid return on investment, lowering
ones total cost of ownership.

7 cents a day to track a
critical asset,

Simplicity
Real-time asset location with
Bluetooth® beacons
No complicated staff permissions to
setup.
No software to install because it runs in
the browser.
Instant suggestions as you type to save
time.
No IT experts. Easy setup for you and
your staff.

Multiple Vertical
Markets
No matter what business you are in, if
you have something of value and need
to find it instantly, this is the solution
you've been looking for.

Simply tag it, then track
it...

How it works
Zone A
Readers can monitor zones like equipment
storage rooms or bays - or even public
entrances to record when an asset exits a
building.

Zone B
Install a higher density of readers to pinpoint
equipment or people with greater precision such as operating theatres or store rooms.

Zone C
Install a single reader at a popular zone where
equipment passes - like a reception area,
receiving bay or elevator entrance.

Proximity
Spotto is a proximity system that uses
radio technology in asset readers to
see the signals of asset beacon tags up to 20 metres away. A single reader
looks after a zone, constantly
reporting the closest assets at any
time - or what assets passed by and
when.

Scalable to suit your
operation

As easy as 1, 2, 3...
Plug in a Reader at each zone to
track assets
The Reader is a clever wifi-connected device
that looks for your assets around the clock. The
reader is about the size and weight of a packet
of TicTacs and connects to 2.4 Ghz wifi
networks, including enterprise grade wifi
security.

Tag your assets with beacons
Beacons transmit a digital ping that the Readers
can detect, informing Spotto where the asset
was last located and at what time. Users can
replace the battery which lasts between 1-5
years, depending on the type of beacon.

Getting Started
The system is designed to be quick
and easy to install by your own staff.
Once setup, there’s nothing left to do.
Just open Spotto search from your
smart phone or PC to locate your
assets in seconds. Any gaps in reader
coverage? No worries. Scale to as
many (or as few) zones as you need.

Search for anything from your
phone or PC browser.
With your readers setup and assets tagged,
finding your item is as simple as opening Spotto
in your web browser and doing an instant
Google-style search.
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